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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a new access control model that aims at addressing the privacy implications surrounding

network monitoring. In fact, despite its importance, network monitoring is natively leakage-prone and, moreover, this

is exacerbated due to the complexity of the highly dynamic monitoring procedures and infrastructures, that may

include multiple traffic observation points, distributed mitigation mechanisms and even inter-operator cooperation.

Conceived on the basis of data protection legislation, the proposed approach is grounded on a rich in expressiveness

Information Model, that captures all the underlying monitoring concepts along with their associations. The model

enables the specification of contextual authorisation policies and expressive separation and binding of duty constraints.

Finally, two key innovations of our work consist in the ability to define access control rules at any level of abstraction

and in enabling a verification procedure, which results in inherently privacy-aware workflows, thus fostering the

realisation of the Privacy by Design vision.
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1. Introduction

Network monitoring is very useful and important for purposes such as network operation, management, planning

and maintenance, scientific research based on real traffic traces, law enforcement, as well as the protection of the

networks and their users from both accidental failures and malicious activities. Nevertheless, the flip side of moni-

toring activities is that they are natively surrounded by serious privacy implications, holding an outstanding position

among the most “leakage-prone” areas of Information and Communication Technologies, as far as the protection of

privacy is concerned. Therefore, as electronic communications proliferate in everyday life, privacy with all its facets

is considered as a quality attribute of paramount importance and a salient issue not only for their users–customers but

also for the operators that are facing the danger of business losses due to privacy violations; this includes the risk of

reputation damage, as well as the potential of sanctions and fines.

Intuitively, since network monitoring depends by default on the collection and processing of information, it raises

issues related to the protection of personal data. In fact, the core identification token in data communications is the IP

address and, in that respect, the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party has concluded that “... unless the Internet

Service Provider is in a position to distinguish with absolute certainty that the data correspond to users that cannot

be identified, it will have to treat all IP information as personal data to be on the safe side” [1]. Therefore, data

gathered through network monitoring are considered as personal data, subject to the data protection legislation [2][3];

IP addresses are not “just numbers” [4].

Even more, network monitoring activities are in particular interesting compared to other domains (e.g., e-commerce),

as far as privacy protection is concerned, for a number of reasons:

1⋆This is a revised and expanded version of a paper that appeared in the proceedings of the 4th MITACS Workshop on Foundations & Practice

of Security, Paris, France, May 2011, pp. 208–217 [44].
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• Privacy-sensitive information is not limited to the payload of the network packets, i.e., the content of the mon-

itored communications. In fact, this case could be even considered as trivial from a privacy protection point of

view, since the confidentiality of the content can be adequately achieved by using strong end-to-end encryption.

The focus of network monitoring is on the collection of so-called context data [5]. In [6] such data have been

characterised as “semi-active”, in the sense that data collection occurs transparently for the user; this type of

implicit collection tends to raise greater privacy concerns [7].

• While the various protocols’ headers already reveal much information (e.g., a visited web-site or the peers of a

VoIP call), a huge amount of personal information can be further extracted from their processing, even if they

have been anonymised. Once a flow can be examined in isolation, fingerprinting techniques allow to derive

personal information from as little as the basic statistics (e.g., packet sizes and inter-arrival times correlation)

of the delivered packets [8][9][10][11]. Danezis [12] and Sun et al. [13] have demonstrated that SSL/TLS does

not resist statistical traffic analysis, while meaningful data can be extracted even from “unsuspicious” header

fields, such as the IP ID field alone [14].

• The network monitoring activities, as well as the underlying categories of data, have been the subject of specific

regulations, while, in many countries, independent protection authorities regulate and audit privacy protection

in communications. Thus, the legal framework should be taken into account when designing data protection

systems and specifying the policies governing their operation [2][3].

• Network monitoring deals with very high data rates that exceed the order of Gbps; thus, any mechanisms

deployed for privacy preservation should be able to cope with such stringent requirements.

• Finally, there is an emerging trend of collaborative monitoring, reflecting the cooperation between different

stakeholders, especially network operators, in order to effectively cope with current attacks threatening net-

works, such as botnets and large scale DDoS attacks. Beyond the necessity of applying trust and reputation

systems [15], additional challenges and privacy implications must be taken into account, since collaboration

implies the danger of data circulation across different administrative domains, as well as the potential of data

linking and combination.

In light of these issues, this paper describes an innovative access control model, developed in the frame of the FP7

ICT project DEMONS2, aiming at introducing privacy awareness into distributed network monitoring. Conceived

on the basis of distributed network monitoring operational scenarios and the data protection legislation, the proposed

model fosters the realisation of the Privacy by Design vision [16], by driving the automatic verification of network

monitoring workflows’ compliance with the privacy principles and their enhancement with privacy features already

at design-time. The proposed access control approach relies on a rich in semantics Information Model that captures

all concepts related with network monitoring and upon which the access rules are specified. The rules, along with the

detailed interrelations of the monitoring concepts, enable the evaluation of the workflows and their appropriate modi-

fication at design-time, taking into consideration a variety of parameters, including access rights, purpose, Separation

of Duty (SoD) and Binding of Duty (BoD) constraints, dependencies between actions and contextual variations. This

way, it provides for the specification of monitoring workflows that are inherently privacy-aware.

1.1. Related Work

Privacy protection in network monitoring is typically thought of as the anonymisation of traffic traces, an area

where several works have been proposed [17][18][19][20][21]. Although such frameworks are aimed to be quite

generic, a significant drawback is that they base on quite “static” anonymisation policies specification; in all cases, the

policies that will regulate the execution of the underlying anonymisation APIs must be defined in an explicit manner.

Additionally, although they work well for applications using previously collected traffic data, they are not applicable

to applications’ domains that demand real-time data, such as intrusion detection systems, while being vulnerable to

attacks able to infer sensitive information [22][23].

2DEcentralized, cooperative, and privacy-preserving MONitoring for trustworthinesS (DEMONS), homepage: http://fp7-demons.eu/.
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Privacy-aware access control has recently evolved to a prominent research area [24]; this trend typically concerns

the enhancement of traditional Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) models [25] in order to incorporate different

criteria in access control decisions, rather than just which user, having which role, is performing which action on

which data object. A common characteristic of all models falling into this category is that a central role is held by the

concept of purpose for which personal information is collected and/or being processed. In this context, various works

apply purpose-aware transformations of queries requesting data from relational databases [26][27][28][29]; however,

since they target stored data, such approaches cannot be suitable for real-time monitoring systems.

Research has also been driven by the idea of integrating access control with privacy policies, in the sense that the

former should ensure the enforcement of the latter. However, approaches such as [30][31][32] have not been designed

for meeting the particular requirements of network monitoring and for modelling the corresponding functionalities and

infrastructures; additionally, they either do not support context-awareness or they only support some straightforward

contexts. Furthermore, they are not suitable for highly dynamic and distributed environments and –especially– for

automating privacy-awareness (both in software and hardware scenarios [33]).

In distributed network monitoring environments, access control has to be coordinated across multiple components

interoperating for the fulfilment of complex goals that include the detection and mitigation of attacks; in such environ-

ments, the automation of privacy provisions enforcement becomes a critical issue for the effectiveness and consistency

of the associated procedures. In this context, work in the area of access control enforcement in workflow manage-

ment [34][35] and Model-Driven Security [36][37], though important, suffer from enforcing security policies only at

run-time and not during the workflow formation.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the proposed approach draws inspiration from our previous works, notably

OrBAC [38][39][40] and PRISM [41][42][2]. OrBAC provides a mature framework for managing contextual policies,

and several extensions, e.g., for dynamically deploying security policies [40], whereas a privacy-enhancing version

of OrBAC is presented in [43]. However, the contextual representation of privacy concepts decreases the flexibility

of the resulting model, since it limits the integration of complex structures of actions (e.g., paths or subworkflows)

that may benefit from automatically being evaluated at design time. On the other hand, PRISM is an access control

and authorisation approach specifically devised for network monitoring. Its basic limitation is that it only applies to

single-probe environments, being unsuitable for distributed monitoring workflows.

1.2. Contribution and Structure of the Paper

Identifying the afore-described limitations of the related work in relation with the particular characteristics of

distributed network monitoring, this paper proposes an innovative policy-based access control model aiming at ad-

dressing the underlying issues and introducing privacy awareness to network monitoring. The proposed approach,

initial ideas of which were presented in [44], provides a manifold of contributions to the associated research fields that

are summarised in the following.

An important feature of the proposed approach is that it relies on a semantically rich information model that cap-

tures a variety of network monitoring concepts and the relations between them. This includes concepts that have not

been met in other works (e.g., operation containers), as well as relational structures that have hardly been considered

yet, such as AND- hierarchies for roles. Moreover, it is ultimately grounded on the requirements stemming from the

elaboration of legal and regulatory provisions regarding data protection [2]. This is reflected by the concepts included

in the model, as well as the access control rules, the design pattern of which fosters the by design realisation of the

fundamental principles of necessity, proportionality, adequacy, minimisation and access limitation.

Something that in particular characterises the proposed access control model is that it considers both concrete and

abstract levels for the participating entities’ representation. While in traditional access control models the rules are

structured over pure concrete entities and state-of-the-art approaches typically follow the RBAC abstraction of role or

rules built on fully abstract entities, the proposed model provides flexibility to express concepts and rules at any level

of abstraction: only abstract, only concrete, or mixed.

The proposed approach is workflow-oriented, fostering effective management of distributed activities execution.

In this context, access control provisions are decided and enforced at the workflow level, addressing the constraints

stemming from the interrelations between actions. That is, decisions are not taken considering the actions “in isola-

tion”, but taking into account the operational and data flows, resulting in a holistic view of access control across the

processes. This way, it is made possible to support a Verification Procedure that analyses the workflows at design
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time as far as their compliance with privacy requirements is concerned and proceeds with the necessary transforma-

tions; relying on knowledge derived from the access control rules, the procedure finally results in workflows that are

inherently privacy-aware.

A contribution of our model that should not be neglected concerns the means it offers regarding the specification

and enforcement of Separation of Duty (SoD) and Binding of Duty (BoD) constraints. Going beyond the typical

guarantees that users are not given enough privileges to misuse the system on their own, the proposed model’s structure

of rules extends the concepts of exclusiveness and binding and applies them to all elements comprising an action,

including the actor, the operation and the resource.

The proposed framework targets primarily privacy protection in network monitoring, on the basis of which it has

been conceived. In that respect, it considers the environment of an operator that monitors its IP network for security,

management and maintenance reasons. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the approach aims at being quite

generic and applicable in a variety of domains. The access control model itself incorporates all aspects present in

the state-of-the-art, thus being able to operate in the majority of use cases. Going beyond, the focus on workflows

makes the model promising also for other types of networks; for instance, cases under consideration due to their

privacy issues include vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [45] and Content Delivery Networks [46]. Furthermore,

a challenge for future investigation concerns to leverage the mechanisms for workflows verification and transformation

for being applied in other systems performing structured information processing that can be modelled as workflows,

as in the case of multi-user detection in communication systems [47][48].

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the basics of the considered framework for

network monitoring, including the architecture of the monitoring infrastructure and the procedure for workflow ver-

ification. Moreover, it sketches a reference example that will be leveraged throughout the paper for illustrating key

concepts. Section 3 delves into the details of the Information Model that constitutes the basis for the definition of

actions, tasks and workflows –documented in Section 4– and the access control rules, that are described in Section 5.

Sections 6 and 7 present, respectively, the primitives for the inheritance of rules across the graphs of the Information

Model and the specification of SoD and BoD constraints by the proposed model. Before concluding the paper, Section

8 deals with discussing how the approach fosters privacy awareness and achieves its goals.

2. Reference Framework for Network Monitoring

The proposed framework relies on a service-oriented, modular architecture providing the abstraction of the un-

derlying infrastructure. In this context, network monitoring processes are specified (and executed) as Workflows,

consisting of Tasks that implement Actions. The latter reflect a structure similar to the subject–verb–object linguistic

pattern and refer to situations where an operation is performed by an actor on a resource. Different types of entities

may play the role of an actor, including human users and functional components; similarly, resources may refer to

several entities, such as data and system components, while operations comprise by themselves a complex universe of

possible functions, characterised by interrelations between its members (cf. Section 3.3).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a workflow’s lifecycle is divided into two phases, notably Planning and Execution,

referring, respectively, to the specification and execution of the workflow. During the Planning Phase, the workflow is

specified, including all steps for its graphical definition, decomposition to elementary tasks, compliance checking and

necessary transformations. On the other hand, the Execution Phase relies on the Planning Phase’s outcome and refers

to the deployment of the workflow and its consequent execution by the corresponding components. In other words,

workflows specified at an abstract level are finally translated into concrete ones, a conceptualisation appearing also in

other recent works, like, e.g., in [49] and [50].

An essential part of the Planning Phase is the so-called Verification Procedure (cf. Section 2.3), introduced in [51].

During this procedure, the workflow is analysed and decomposed to elementary tasks that correspond to executable

actions. This transformation, grounded on the access control model, is ultimately driven by the goal of privacy

compliance and, in this context, the necessary checks and, when needed, the appropriate modifications take place, in

order for the final executable workflow to be compliant.

Before presenting the details of the access control model in the forthcoming Sections, in the following, an overview

of the architecture is provided (Section 2.2), along with a summary of the Verification Procedure (Section 2.3). In

order to better illustrate the utility of the proposed model, a reference example scenario is described in Section 2.1.
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture

2.1. Example Scenario

As a reference example, we consider the case of fast-flux botnet detection and mitigation, which has emerged as

malicious flux networks have recently started to thrive [52]. Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding network monitoring

workflow, simplified for enhanced visibility.

Fig. 2(a) depicts the initial workflow, as specified by its designer. It consists of four tasks, namely Capture-

Traffic, DetectFastFluxBotnet, MitigateBotnet and ReportToGUI. Its description is rather straightforward:

traffic is collected (CaptureTraffic) and analysed in order for fast-flux botnets to be detected (DetectFastFlux-

Botnet); in all cases, some results are presented to a GUI (ReportToGUI), while in the case of an alert denoting a

botnet with considerable Malware Probability Factor (MPF), a mitigation procedure is invoked (MitigateBotnet).

In the example, the designer has also specified the role that the recipients of the results should hold (Assistant-

SecurityAdmin). The data types foreseen to be exchanged between tasks are enclosed in braces (e.g., Packet),

whereas the MPF condition is surrounded by brackets: mitigation should take place if the MPF field of the Botnet-

Alert is greater than 0.7.

This workflow is apparently not directly executable; not only it is defined at a high abstraction level and should

be transformed so that it contains only concrete elements, but it also needs to be checked regarding compliance with

regulatory provisions related with personal data protection and appropriately adapted. In that respect, Fig. 2(b) depicts

the workflow after some transformations following the verification and transformation procedure. Further details on

the example are provided throughout the following sections.

2.2. Overview of the Architecture

As afore-mentioned, a workflow’s lifecycle consists of two broad phases: Planning and Execution. From an

architectural point of view, this is translated to two domains, the Workflow Planning Environment and the Execution

Environment (Fig. 1).

The Execution Environment constitutes a conceptual domain that incorporates all entities participating in the

workflow execution; it can be seen as an infrastructure of two layers, notably the Orchestration Layer and the Com-

ponents Layer. The former provides a pool of Orchestrators, each being a stateful component, playing the role of the

workflow coordinator throughout its execution. The Components Layer consists of Agents, that provide the service

abstractions of the underlying actual components; that is, each component (e.g., a detection or mitigation one, a traffic

probe, etc.) is associated with an Agent that takes care of control communications, the transformation of the specified

behaviour to a Platform Specific Model (PSM), as well as tasks related with context generation, publication, retrieval

and evaluation.
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(a) Initial Workflow (as specified by its designer)

(b) (Partially) Processed Workflow

Figure 2: Workflow Example

The Inter-domain Exchange Point (IXP) constitutes a special type of Agent, being the functional gateway towards

external domains, for the realisation of cooperative monitoring. On the one hand, the local domain is enabled to

incorporate into local workflows and invoke services that are provided by remote domains; on the other hand, it

provides external domains with a single point of access to local services. In both cases, the exposed service is

associated with a security policy, reflecting the conditions and constraints under which the service can be accessed.

Apart from the graphical editor for the workflow specification, the Workflow Planning Environment consists of

the following high-level components:

• Workflow Model Checker: the component responsible for performing all the necessary verifications and mod-

ifications of the original workflow, as specified by its designer, towards a sound, consistent and compliant

workflow; in the end, it provides the final executable workflow to the Orchestration Layer.

• Reasoner: the entity that provides the intelligence to the system, incorporating the access control rules and

exploiting the knowledge that is contained therein.

• Capabilities Matching: it verifies that the capabilities implied by the workflow can indeed be provided by the

underlying infrastructure.

Two essential components of the architecture are the Context Bus and the Capabilities Bus. The former keeps

track of the real-time contextual parameters and events, enabling their efficient circulation. The latter is responsible for
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providing information regarding the availability of capabilities (such as functionalities and attributes) of the underlying

system. Both components constitute Peer-to-Peer Publish/Subscribe infrastructures enabling the specification of the

rendez-vous points for information publication and retrieval, leveraging the semantics of the information itself [53].

A walkthrough of the operational aspects is summarised by the following steps:

(i) The workflow is authored at a high abstraction level. Using the Workflow Planning Environment, the designer

visually specifies the workflow by putting “boxes” corresponding to tasks and specifying the control and data

flows between them, resulting in a view similar to Fig. 1(a).

(ii) The workflow is analysed by the Workflow Planning Environment regarding its operational consistency, as well

as its compliance with the underlying privacy provisions. The analysis concerns the semantic interpretation

of the specified operations and their interactions, the matching with capabilities offered by the system, the

decomposition to elementary computation tasks and the appropriate modification for achieving consistency and

compliance.

(iii) As soon as the workflow is submitted for execution, a free Orchestrator is employed in order to coordinate the

execution. The Orchestrator performs a second round of capabilities matching, this time identifying the specific

components that are able to fulfil the desired functionalities. The workflow is split into individual components’

behaviours and each component is made aware of its mission for the execution of the workflow.

(iv) At the components level, the entities representing the underlying actual components are the Agents. Upon

receiving the description of its duties, each Agent performs the transformation to the platform-specific language

(e.g., a configuration) and the component starts operating accordingly, serving the assigned tasks and interacting

with the peer components. This consists in both control- and data-level interaction, with the former performed

through the Agents and the latter through the appropriate data plane IPFIX [54] interfaces.

2.3. Workflow Verification Procedure

Of great importance is the procedure for verifying and appropriately adjusting the workflow at design-time, so that

it becomes inherently privacy-compliant before its execution; it consists in three steps ([51]):

• Purpose verification: Checks regarding purpose compliance are performed; specifically, in order for a workflow

to be privacy-aware, its design must be relevant and consistent with a purpose, while the purpose itself should

not contradict with the access rights of the person initiating the workflow.

• Skin task verification3: Each skin task is evaluated both individually and in relation to the rest of the skin tasks.

During these checks, the system may introduce modifications, such as task additions, removals or substitutions.

• Decomposition: Each composite skin task is decomposed in more elementary subtasks, until it is finally anal-

ysed in a combination of atomic tasks that will eventually be included in the final executable form of the

workflow.

The means for performing the checks and making decisions regarding necessary modifications are provided by the

access control rules; the Workflow Model Checker queries the Reasoner, which is assigned with the task of extracting

knowledge from the rules. Many of the associated aspects are described in the following sections.

3We call skin tasks the ones defined by the workflow designer, as opposed to the tasks that their inclusion in the workflow is a result of workflow

check and modification; all tasks in Fig. 2(a) are considered to be skin tasks. Their separate examination without considering their decomposition

targets the early identification of conflicts.
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3. Information Model

The proposed access control model considers both concrete and abstract levels for the participating entities’

representation. The concrete level refers to well-specified entities, e.g., named humans, while the abstract level uses

abstractions of the underlying concepts, mostly their semantic type or other quality attributes, enabling reference to

entities that are characterised by features, such as role or type. This is not a new idea, considering, e.g., the introduction

of the role abstraction for users by Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [25]; moreover, the concept shares several

goals with other approaches placed in the PBNM (Policy Based Network Management) area [55]. Nevertheless, this

approach goes several steps beyond RBAC and other works, mainly by capturing new concepts and by enabling the

two levels to coexist in rules and other structures. The main concepts considered by the model are presented in Table

1.

In a typical case and at a concrete level, a set of Users (U), participating in Organisations (Org), are –directly or

indirectly– using Operation Containers (OpC), deployed over Machines (M) and offering Operation Instances (OpI)4,

in order to act upon Objects (Obj); the latter refer to everything that is affected by or required for the execution of an

action, such as Data (D) and Alerts (Al) being collected and/or processed during the system’s operation.

At an abstract level, the users are assigned with Roles (R), their actions instantiate some Operations (Op) and

are performed for fulfilling some Purposes (Pu). Moreover, data, alerts, organisations, machines and operation con-

tainers are characterised by types, reflecting the semantic class they fall under; thus, sets of Data Types (DT), Alert

Types (AlT), Organisation Types (OrgT), Machine Types (MT) and Operation Container Types (OpCT) are defined,

respectively. It is noted that in the general case concrete concepts are associated to the corresponding abstract ones

through an isOfType predicate; for instance, the association of a data item with its data type is achieved by means of

the predicate isOfDataType(d, dt), where d ∈ D, dt ∈ DT.

Additional elements of the model include Context (Con), that enables the definition of contextual parameters, as

well as Attributes (Att), that are leveraged for describing properties and characteristics of other elements.

Table 1: Concepts of the Information Model

Abstract Level Concrete Level Definition

Data Types (DT) Data (D)
Data being collected and/or processed, organised according to their

semantic types

Roles (R) Users (U)
Human users assigned with roles reflecting their responsibilities in-

side an organisation

Operations (Op) Operation Instances (OpI)
Operations reflect all actions that can take place in the context of

the system’s operation

Operation Container Types (OpCT) Operation Containers (OpC)
Components or other functional structures that typically offer a set

of operations together

Machine Types (MT) Machines (M) Hardware components hosting operation containers

Organisation Types (OrgT) Organisations (Org) The various domains within which actions are performed

Alert Types (AlT) Alerts (Al) A special category of data for communicating events

Context (Con) Context values Real-time parameters and events

Purposes (Pu) (No concrete representation) Purposes for which access to resources is requested

Attributes (Att) Attribute values Characteristics further describing members of the other sets

While most of these notions are either typically present in state-of-the-art models or intuitively self-explained, a

few remarks are deemed necessary for some of them. Specifically, the OpC and OpCT are introduced in order to

model components or other functional structures that typically offer a set of operations together. For instance, an

IntrusionDetectionSystem clusters several operations related with intrusion detection. Apart from the conve-

nience it introduces regarding several modelling aspects (such as the inheritance of attributes), these structures are

also helpful for describing a variety of concepts related with “horizontal” dependencies and transfer of characteristics.

Moreover, the machines play a fundamental role in network monitoring and, therefore, our model cannot be limited to

4In Web Services’ terms, Operation Containers correspond to a service interface, whereas Operation Instances represent the associated

operations.
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a level of abstraction exclusively centred around functionalities; in any case, functionalities are provided by machines

which, on the one hand, are characterised by attributes (e.g., topological ones) that may be inherited to the hosted

functionalities and, on the other hand, create inherent dependencies between the hosted functionalities. Finally, or-

ganisations are explicitly modelled at both the abstract and concrete levels, because we have considered the case that,

within a unified model, similar rules may be differently defined for heterogeneous organisation types. For instance,

within an organisation of type BillingServiceProvider, authorisations regarding the access to customers’ data

will not be the same with the ones defined for the same data within an organisation of type TelecomOperator being

the Data Controller entity. Even more, an organisation that participates in cross-domain collaborations will likely

define different authorisations for different types of third-party organisations based on their type.

All concepts shown in Table 1 comprise graphs of elements that are characterised by relations; the latter are

implemented by predicates defining AND- and OR- hierarchies and enabling the inheritance of attributes and rules,

as well as the specification of dependencies. For instance, and with respect to the DT graph, three partial order

relations are defined: isA(dti, dtj), lessDetailedThan(dti, dtj) and isPartOf (dti, dtj), where dti, dtj ∈ DT, reflecting the

particularisation of a concept, the detail level and the inclusion of some data types to another, respectively. Some

indicative relations forming hierarchies among the members of a set are presented in Table 2. It should be noted that

the inheritsFrom(mi, mj) predicate reflecting the inheritance of characteristics, such as attributes and rules, is implied

by the other predicates and it enables the definition of rules at high abstraction levels, thus resulting in reduction of the

number of policies; for instance, policies regulating the access to data can be defined over generic data types and then

propagated to the more specific ones; or composite data types may inherit policies explicitly defined for the included

ones (cf. Section 6).

Moreover, the model specifies the necessary predicates in order to link concepts from different graphs; for example,

the predicate mayActForPurposes(r, ⟨pu⟩k), where r ∈ R, ⟨pu⟩k ⊆ P(Pu), indicates the legitimate purposes ⟨pu⟩k for

which the users assigned with the role r may act.

Table 2: Basic relations between mi, mj members of a set

Predicate Description Appears in sets Example

isA(mi, mj)
Expresses the particularisation

relation

DT, AlT, R, Op,

OpCT, MT, Pu

isA(ChiefSecurityOfficer, SecurityOfficer),

mi, mj ∈ R

isPartOf (mi, mj) Expresses the inclusion relation DT, AlT, R, Op
isPartOf (ClassifyClusters, DetectFastFlux-

Botnet), mi, mj ∈ Op

lessDetailedThan(mi, mj)
Expresses the detail level of a

concept
DT, AlT

lessDetailedThan(IPv4AddressNetworkID, IPv4-

Address), mi, mj ∈ DT

inheritsFrom(mi, mj)

Implicit relation expressing the

inheritance of characteristics and

authorisations

DT, AlT, R, Op,

OpCT, MT, Pu

inheritsFrom(MitigateBotnetMPLS, Mitigate-

Botnet), mi, mj ∈ Op, for positive authorisations (cf.

Section 6)

In the following, some of the presented concepts are described in more detail, in order to highlight the core aspects

of the proposed approach related to privacy-awareness.

3.1. Data and Data Types

Network monitoring depends by default on the collection and processing of data that are communicated over the

underlying network links. Thus, data comprise a core concept within network monitoring infrastructures. Data are

characterised by a data type, that is, the semantic class they fall to. In fact, such semantics of the data items play a

critical role on how the data should be processed, as well as on the enforcement of provisions related with privacy. In

that respect and as afore mentioned, two sets were defined; Data (D), representing the data at a concrete level, and

DataTypes (DT), reflecting the semantic types of data at an abstract level.

The different data types are organised by means of the isA(dti, dtj), lessDetailedThan(dti, dtj) and isPartOf (dti, dtj)

predicates of Table 2 that define transitive and anti-symmetric partial orders of the data types and reflect, respectively,

the particularisation of a concept, the detail level and the inclusion of a data type to another. Regarding the lessDe-

tailedThan(dti, dtj) predicate, it allows for effectively tuning the accuracy of disclosed data, in order to meet the so

named “proportionality principle”, which requires that the personal and business data may be gathered and processed
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only to the extent that they are adequate, relevant and not excessive if compared with the monitoring function for

which are collected by the system. For instance and with respect to Fig. 2(b), the following apply:

• isA(DNSPacket, Packet)

• isPartOf (DomainName, BotnetMitigationReport)

• lessDetailedThan(AggregatedAlert, BotnetAlert)

Regarding inheritance of attributes, each particularised data type has all the characteristics of the generic data type,

plus additional characteristics that make it special. For instance, a data type may be complemented by an attribute

indicating its owner or its storage period; this attribute is inherited to all the particularised data types. Inheritance of

attributes can be inferred also for data types interrelated through isPartOf and lessDetailedThan relations, depending

though on the nature of the corresponding attribute.

A special category of data concerns alerts, which are of particular importance in the domain of network monitoring;

they often serve as the means for communicating events, while being also subject to controlled access. First, not

everybody has access to all the alerts; this is highlighted especially in the inter-domain scenario where alerts containing

sensitive business information may travel from one organisation towards others. Second, the alerts themselves may

directly contain personal information. In that respect, AlertTypes (AlT) are modelled as a sub-category of DT. The

structure of an alert is illustrated through the isPartOf (dt, alT) predicate; based on the IDMEF format [56] for object-

oriented representation of alerts, an alert type contains various information, such as AlertCreationTime, Alert-

DetectionTime, AlertTargetUser, AlertTargetOperation, AlertSourceNode, being modelled as data types.

3.2. Users and Roles

Evidently, humans constitute a pervasive link in the operational chain of network monitoring systems; regardless

the degree of automation of a procedure, there is always some human that designs, initiates, executes a workflow

and/or is in charge of the underlying software and/or hardware components. On the other hand, users are assigned

with roles, reflecting, e.g., their responsibilities inside an organisation, through the following predicate, meaning that

the user u is assigned with the roles ⟨r⟩k:

• assignedWithRoles(u, ⟨r⟩k), where u ∈ U and ⟨r⟩k ⊆ P(R).

As illustrated in Table 2, roles are also organised by means of the isA and isPartOf relations, reflecting particu-

larisation and membership to a complex role, respectively; the second one models cases such as the participation of a

role NetworkAdministrator in the Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) [57], semantically defined

as CSIRT.

Inheritance of authorisations through the inheritsFrom relation is examined in Section 6. Moreover, roles, apart

from explicitly defined attributes, acquire all the attributes of their ancestors in the role hierarchies; the Employee

role may bear an att Schedule attribute, which is consequently inherited to the NetworkAdministrator role as

the latter relates to the former role through the isA predicate. In the case of isPartOf relation, some attributes of the

composite role are inferred from the member roles’ corresponding attributes, with e.g., the CSIRT role acquiring some

characteristics of its member NetworkAdministrator role.

3.3. Operations

Operations reflect all actions that can take place in the context of the system’s operation, constituting the “heart” of

the Action structure as it will be described in Section 4. There exist also cases where operations are treated as subjects

of actions, especially within highly automated systems like the one of the reference framework, where operations

trigger the execution of others. For instance, a DDoS detection operation passes the execution token to a DDoS

mitigation one, when a DDoS attack is observed (e.g., the enforcement of a null-routing policy reconfiguration [58]

in order to automatically react against the detected attack).

Operations comprise a set of semantically defined elements (Operations (Op) set) and are characterised by dif-

ferent granularities; starting from very fundamental processing units that can be characterised as atomic, functional

components can be organised in different structures and create complex compositions that can go up to a very high
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level and represent generic tasks such as intrusion detection or DDoS mitigation, thus providing convenient abstrac-

tions of the underlying complex compositions. In other words, operations form hierarchies that reflect the different

levels of granularity, based on the semantic definitions of the operations themselves. The isA predicate reflects an OR

relation indicating different alternative operations that implement the same operation, while the isPartOf one com-

prises an AND relation, requiring all the low-level operations to take place in order for the high-level operation to be

fulfilled.

For example, the meaning of the following two statements is, respectively, that DetectFastFluxBotnet is a way

of doing DetectBotnet and that ClusterDomains is one of the computational steps of DetectFastFluxBotnet.

• isA(DetectFastFluxBotnet, DetectBotnet)

• isPartOf (ClusterDomains, DetectFastFluxBotnet)

However, in order to draft a workflow, having as a starting point the participating operations, these OR and AND

relations do not suffice. The first step for this purpose is to define a sequence of operations offering the required

functionality as a complex operation. Although this resembles the previously described AND hierarchy, in fact it

is a combination of OR and AND relations introducing sequence constraints among the participating operations. In

other words, a structure of this kind is characterised by a set of participating operations and a set of Legs (edges)

connecting adjacent operations and modelling the control and data interactions between them (exactly like in the case

of workflows, cf. Section 4). Such sequences of operations with well specified control and data flows between them

are called worklets and describe in detail the workflows that implement some operations. Therefore, the following set

is defined, along with the corresponding predicate:

• Worklets (Wl), the set of predefined self-contained sub-processes that describe the implementation of an opera-

tion by lower-level operations.

• implementsOperation(wl, op), where wl ∈ Wl, op ∈ Op.

In other words, a worklet constitutes itself an operation −serving thus the principle of reusability− and may result

in the specification of several executable workflows in accordance with the possible authorisations regarding the

included operations.

For instance, the DetectFastFluxBotnet operation of the corresponding task in Fig. 2(a) is decomposed by

means of a worklet consisting of the ExtractFeatures, ClusterDomains, ClassifyClusters and Generate-

Alert operations; as described in Section 5, they constitute a path, due to their sequential execution.

Operations may take as input data to process, alerts, and input parameters. The outcome of the operations may be

some output data and/or alerts, or they may result to the execution of some other operation(s). Regarding the input and

output data of an operation −covering also the case of alerts, as they constitute a sub-category of data− we can specify

two relevant predicates corresponding to the data types that this operation can consume and produce respectively:

• hasInputData(op, ⟨dt⟩k), where op ∈ Op, ⟨dt⟩k ⊆ P(DT).

• hasOutputData(op, ⟨dt⟩k), where op ∈ Op, ⟨dt⟩k ⊆ P(DT).

The required parameters for the execution of an operation may be thought of as attributes. For example, one can

define an attribute att Filter for further describing the operation FilterTraffic.

Moreover, operations are grouped following the mechanism reflected by the concept of operations’ containers.

As afore-mentioned, this refers to components or other functional structures that typically offer a set of operations

together. In that respect, the predicate that glues operations with a container type is the following:

• providesOperations(opct, ⟨op⟩k), where opct ∈ OpCT, ⟨op⟩k ⊆ P(Op).

So far, operations have been thought of as abstract entities. Nevertheless, operations have their representation

at the concrete level, notably by means of Operation Instances. Operation instances correspond to implementations

or instantiations of operations by specific functional components. In Web Services’ terms, an operation instance is
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equivalent to the abstract description of an operation, along with its concrete binding information, as derived by

the associated operation container and the machine that provides the operation. Assuming, for instance, the operation

AppendFirewallRule that reflects the functionality of appending one or more rules to a firewall’s ruleset chain, the

provision of this operation by two different firewalls, Firewall#1, Firewall#2 ∈ M, implies two different elements in

the Operation Instances (OpI) set.

For dealing with operation instances, several predicates are defined, including the ones for associating an operation

instance with the operation it instantiates and assigning operation instances to an operation container:

• instantiatesOperation(opi, op), where opi ∈ OpI, op ∈ Op.

• containsOperationInstances(opc, ⟨opi⟩k), where opc ∈ OpC, ⟨opi⟩k ⊆ P(OpI).

Nevertheless, not all operations can have corresponding instances; for instance, operations such as execute, read

and invoke are considered only at the abstract level.

It is noted that as operations’ containers are hosted in machines, the corresponding predicate is defined, namely

hostsContainers(mt, ⟨opct⟩k), where mt ∈ MT, ⟨opct⟩k ⊆ P(OpCT), allowing for the reflection of any effects of an

operation performed on a machine to the hosted operations’ containers and possibly to the operations they offer.

3.4. Context

In practice and especially within workflows, access control rules remain inactive until a set of conditions are

fulfilled, i.e., until the conditions are evaluated and mapped to a truth value. Therefore, we denote as contextual

the authorisation policies containing dynamic authorisation provisions. The proposed approach exploits the rich

expressiveness of the OrBAC Context Taxonomy [39]. In this regard, authorisation rules may depend on temporal

contexts (e.g., authorisations granted only during working hours), geographical contexts (e.g., permission inside the

physical boundaries of a company), a priori contexts (in which a permission to execute a set of actions can only

be carried out as a result of the completion of previous actions). Thus, it is essential that not only the contextual

conditions are captured by the model, but also that they are taken into consideration during the verification and

transformation procedure, providing for the specification of context-based differentiated workflow behaviours, already

during workflow formation.

Therefore, the model considers a Context (Con) definition set; a definition refers, on the one hand, to real-time

parameters, such as location or time, while on the other to events, such as system alarms. Context definitions leverage

the evaluable conditions required to get a security rule to become applicable. Some examples of contexts are: Tem-

poral contexts, which depend on the time at which the subject is requesting access to the system; Spatial contexts,

which depend on the subject/object location; and Threat contexts, which are activated on the reception of a specific

alert. Furthermore, structures of contexts are defined using two different relations, creating AND- and OR-trees, re-

spectively. This way, a context cont ∈ Con can be expressed as the logical OR / logical AND of a set of sub-contexts,

respectively, while negative contexts are also possible. Contexts that constitute combinations of sub-contexts are

called composite contexts, as opposed to the atomic contexts.

3.5. Purposes

A very fundamental concept for privacy that must anywise be taken into consideration is that of the purpose for

which access to resources is requested. Although this could be modelled as a special context (like in [43]), we have

chosen to treat purpose as a stand-alone concept, in order to highlight its significance regarding privacy-awareness, as

well as distinguish it from real-time parameters and events. Thus, the Purposes (Pu) set is defined, with its members

forming hierarchies by means of OR (isA) relations modelling particularisation of a high level purpose to more specific

ones; for instance, a purpose PerimeterSecurity specialises the more general purpose NetworkSecurity.

Intuitively, not all operations can be used for fulfilling some purpose, in the sense that they are not compliant with

and consistent to this purpose; this is expressed by means of the following predicate:

• mayServePurposes(op, ⟨pu⟩k), where op ∈ Op, ⟨pu⟩k ⊆ P(Pu).
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Through this predicate and in combination with the afore-mentioned OR relation, it is implied that, apart from the

explicitly defined purposes, an operation may serve more specific or more general ones. Additionally, all operations

related to this by means of particularisation (OR) or inclusion (AND) relations are implied to also serve these purposes;

however, as the distance between a child operation and the one which is explicitly bound to a purpose grows, the degree

of affinity between the purpose and the child operation becomes weaker. This is particularly visible in cases of trivial

operations that may serve almost every purpose. Finally, in order for a series of operations to be included in a worklet,

they must be proven to serve adequately at least one common purpose.

Likewise, the observation that not all roles may act for all purposes leads to the definition of the predicate:

• mayActForPurposes(r, ⟨pu⟩k), where r ∈ R, ⟨pu⟩k ⊆ P(Pu).

It is noted that these two predicates are explicitly specified −while they could just be inferred by reasoning over

the access control rules (cf. Section 5)− in order to support the purpose verification step of the Workflow Verification

Procedure, allowing for a “quick” check of purpose compliance. In that respect, the mayServePurposes predicate

allows for checking whether the operations contained in a workflow are in line with the purpose that the workflow

is supposed to serve; all the defined functions CaptureTraffic, DetectFastFluxBotnet, MitigateBotnet and

ReportToGUI of Fig. 2 are relevant to the purpose of NetworkSecurity, while a task RecordTraffic is out of the

scope of the same purpose and would have been rejected. On the other hand, the mayActForPurposes predicate serves

for answering whether the roles held by the initiator of a workflow justify triggering the execution of a workflow, in

order for some specific purpose to be served; for instance, an AssistantSecurityAdmin should be able to execute

a workflow serving the purpose of NetworkSecurity, while an Accountant should normally not.

Regarding the compliance check between a role’s acting purpose (e.g., a user-declared one) and the one that an

operation serves, the following predicate is leveraged:

• compliantWithPurpose(pur, puop), where pur, puop ∈ Pu.

3.6. Attributes

As it is already made clear, attributes constitute an essential part of the information model by complementing and

further describing the members of the other sets at both abstract and concrete levels. Therefore, the Attributes (Att)

set is defined and its members are formally described through the ordered pair ⟨AttributeName, AttributeType⟩. It is

noted that for the name of the attributes, the att prefix is used by convention, in order to avoid naming confusions

with the elements of other sets. Regarding AttributeType, this can be some regular type, e.g., boolean, integer, etc., or

a member of another set. For example, consider the following attributes:

• ⟨att Raw, boolean⟩, denoting whether a data resource is raw, that is, explicitly contained in the monitoring

flows (e.g., protocol header fields or any other types of data that can be provided directly), or constitutes the

product of some processing function.

Here the AttributeType is set to boolean, implying that the attribute takes a boolean value.

• ⟨att NetworkAddress, IPv4Address⟩, where IPv4Address ∈ DT, characterising some entity, e.g., a net-

work interface, by means of its network address.

In this case, the IPv4Address element of the DT set is used as the AttributeType.

The mappings between entities and attributes are achieved through the following predicates:

• hasAttribute(entity, ⟨at⟩k), where entity ∈ DT ∪ Op ∪ OpCT ∪ R ∪ MT ∪ OrgT ∪ D ∪ OpC ∪ U ∪ M ∪ Org

and ⟨at⟩k ⊆ P(Att), or

• hasAttributeValue(entity, at, value), including also the value of the associated attribute, where the value must

be consistent with the attribute’s type.

For example:

• hasAttribute(IPv4Address, att Raw), where IPv4Address ∈ DT, att Raw ∈ Att.
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• hasAttributeValue(pc, att NetworkAddress, 192.168.1.1), where pc ∈ M, att NetworkAddress ∈ Att and

192.168.1.1 ∈ D.

It is noted that the attributes’ value can be defined at both abstract and concrete levels. Moreover, attributes may

be inherited from some entity to others through the various types of relations. However, there may exist attributes that

should not be inherited, a case anticipated by defining a boolean propagation-related attribute on the attribute itself.

4. Actions, Tasks and Workflows

All the afore-described entities of the model participate, on the one hand, in the specification of workflows and,

on the other, in the definition of access control rules and other provisions that regulate the workflows’ execution and

transformation. Indeed, two central concepts within our approach are the Workflow and the Action; network monitor-

ing processes are typically invoked in the context of a workflow, while actions constitute not only the fundamental

elements of workflows, but also the core of access control, being the main component of access control rules and the

“seed” for knowledge extraction.

As afore mentioned, an action refers to the situation where an operation is performed by an actor on a resource.

Different types of entities may play the role of an actor, including human users and functional components; similarly,

resources may refer to several entities, such as data and system components. Considering both abstract and concrete

entities, actors and resources comprise the corresponding sets:

• Actors (A) = R ∪ Op ∪ OpCT ∪ U ∪ OpI ∪ OpC

• Resources (Res) = DT ∪ Op ∪ OpCT ∪ R ∪ MT ∪ AlT ∪ U ∪ OpI ∪ OpC ∪M ∪ D ∪ Al

Especially for concrete entities when playing the role of actor and resource within an action, we refer to them us

subjects and objects, defining the corresponding sets Subjects (Subj) and Objects (Obj).

Each action acti is defined as a tuple ⟨ai, opi, resi⟩, where ai is an actor, opi is an operation and resi is a resource.

Considering in addition the organisation org within which an action takes place, an action is represented by the tuple

acti = ⟨ai, opi, resi, org⟩. Indeed, the concept of organisation is of great importance in the context of the reference

framework, as workflows may span across several domains and therefore, every single action must be associated with

the domain within which it is performed. Following the hierarchical relations of operations Op, an action can be

either atomic or composite, depending on whether the associated operation can be decomposed to more elementary

operations or not.

It is stressed here that an action may contain exclusively concrete or abstract entities, or may contain both concrete

and abstract ones. Especially regarding the definition of access control rules on actions, this constitutes an innovative

feature introduced by our approach, since the current state-of-the-art approaches either make use of abstractions only

for the subject, following the RBAC paradigm [25], or they focus clearly on policies specification in totally abstract

terms. This hybrid perspective provides an advantage against the other models; while abstraction provides for a higher

degree of generality and allows for cohesively treating entities falling into the same conceptualisation, it should be

possible for access constraints to be defined also over concrete entities. In the reference framework, the operation

of which is centred around workflows, actions and rules must be able to respond to access requests concerning both

concrete and abstract levels, since the specification of a workflow may refer to both.

Depending on the level, concrete or abstract, that each of the four elements of an action is defined, there are sixteen

different possibilities regarding the actions. An action that all the elements are defined at an abstract level is called an

Abstract Action; for example, the following tuple implies that a security officer within a network operator executes an

IDS application:

⟨SecurityOfficer, execute, IDSApplication, NetworkOperator⟩,

where SecurityOfficer ∈ R, execute ∈ Op, IDSApplication ∈ OpCT and NetworkOperator ∈ OrgT.

On the other hand, the action ⟨Ingrid, PC123-FTPClient-Connect, FTPServer100, StarryNightSA⟩ means that

Ingrid ∈ U is using PC123-FTPClient-Connect ∈ OpI in order to connect to FTPServer100 ∈M within StarryNightSA

∈ Org. Such actions that consist only of concrete elements are characterised as Concrete Actions. It is noted that
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PC123-FTPClient-Connect is assumed to be the instantiation of the operation FTPConnect ∈ Op, as offered by an

operation container of type FTPClient ∈ OpCT that is deployed on a machine of type PersonalComputer ∈ MT.

Going one step further, actions containing both abstract and concrete elements are referred to as Semi-Abstract

Actions. For instance, an action may consist in a specific user u performing an operation op on some data resource of

type dt within an organisation org, i.e., acti = ⟨u, op, dt, org⟩, where u ∈ U, op ∈ Op, dt ∈ DT, org ∈ Org. Another case

pointing the usefulness of combining concrete and abstract entities concerns actions explicitly mapped to a concrete

organisation; for instance, authorisations defined for a role performing an operation on some resource may differ

according to the organisation within which this action takes place.

Moreover, not all the the fields in the action tuple have to be populated. This means that an action may include the

declaration of the operation only, regardless the possible actors and resources; or an action may consist of an actor and

an operation. Actually, it is only the operation field that is mandatory; by itself, it can be enough for the specification

of an action, leaving to the system the duty of filling the other fields with the appropriate values, e.g., the combinations

of actors and resources that are meaningful for this operation. This is represented as the tuple ⟨∗, op, ∗, ∗⟩, with the

∗ character indicating the fields that may be inferred regarding the defined authorisations for the corresponding op.

Nevertheless, totally concrete actions derive from the abstract and semi-abstract actions as the result of a refinement

process. Thus, a concrete action finally consists of a subject, an operation and an object.

When an action is part of a workflow, it is called a Task. In other words, a workflow is a structure consisting of

a finite number of tasks, along with their interaction patterns (both data- and control-flow), that is, the tasks are the

cells of a workflow. The interaction patterns are represented by means of edges connecting two adjacent tasks and are

referred to as Legs. Thus, a leg is characterised by an initial task, a terminal task and a type denoting whether the leg

constitutes a control or a data flow interaction. Finally, a workflow is represented as w = (⟨t1, t2, . . ., tn⟩, ⟨l1, l2, . . .,

lm⟩), where ti = acti,w, or ti = ⟨ai, opi, resi⟩w and lk = ⟨ti, tj, type⟩.

While the term worklet was introduced above, it is noted that actions and tasks can be parts of additional structures;

their description is postponed for the following section, where their importance for putting constraints in access control

rules is made clear.

5. Access Control Rules

Access control rules are used for defining permissions, prohibitions and obligations5 over actions. Since actions

can be abstract, concrete or semi-abstract, the rules are specified at these three different levels, as well. Evidently,

the definition of rules at the highest possible level of abstraction enables a significant reduction of the number of

policies; however, rules’ representation at a concrete level not only enables the definition of exceptions, but also

facilitates reasoning when tasks within a workflow are defined at the concrete level or contain both abstract and

concrete elements.

The proposed model supports three types of rules, namely permissions, prohibitions and obligations, which are

specified using the corresponding predicates:

Permission

Prohibition

Obligation



















(pu, act, preAct, cont, postAct)

In these expressions, act ∈ Act is the action that the rule applies to, pu ∈ Pu is the purpose for which act is

permitted/prohibited/obliged to be executed and cont ∈ P(Con) is a structure of contextual parameters. preAct ∈ Act is

a structure of actions that should have been preceded in order for an access control rule to be enforced, while postAct

∈ Act refers to the action(s) that must be executed following the enforcement of the rule.

An example of such a rule is presented next, where an action referring to the execution of an operation op on an

object obj by a role ri excludes the execution of the same operation on the same object by a second role rj for some

purpose pu and within the same organisation org, regardless the possible context and post-actions:

• Prohibition(pu, ⟨rj, op, obj, org⟩, ⟨ri, op, obj, org⟩, ∗, ∗)

5We assume the use of immediate obligations, as defined in [59]. The use of obligations with delays are not considered in this work.
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An important observation here is that the concept of organisation is not involved in the rules’ body, but instead it is

−directly or indirectly− specified for each action. Thus, although a rule concerns the execution of an action within an

organisation, pre- and post- actions may take place within other organisations. This approach overcomes the need for

defining a conceptual dynamic organisation, every time a rule refers to actions that span across different organisations.

As mentioned before, apart from single actions, pre- and post- actions may also refer to structures of actions.

Thus, pre- and post-actions may consist of actions interrelated by means of logical operators ∧ and ∨, including

negation, i.e., ¬preAct, ¬postAct. Such logical structures of actions for the specification of pre- and post-actions do

not imply any sequence constraint, i.e., the actions can be executed at any order. Nevertheless, there can be cases

in a workflow where the individual actions comprising a pre-/post-action are executed in a specific order, or that are

executed following specific patterns. Therefore, the definition of additional types of structural patterns is necessary.

In that respect, we characterise as Skeleton any structure of actions that must be executed according to a specific

order, regardless whether other actions mediate between the actions of the skeleton. A skeleton can incorporate any

control-flow pattern [60], such as AND-split/AND-join or XOR-split/XOR-join, where again the interactions between

actions are modelled by means of legs. In the case when no other control-flow pattern but the Sequence Pattern [60] is

used, the skeleton is referred to as a Path. Moreover, when the actions comprising a skeleton should be executed with

no other action mediating, then the skeleton (or path) is characterised as critical, as opposed to non-critical skeleton.

In order to denote the criticality of such a structure, the leg tuple is complemented by a fourth boolean attribute

att Critical. On the other hand, there may exist constraints regarding when a pre-/post- action is executed with

respect to the action that the rule applies to. In this context, a pre-/post-action is characterised as tight when it must

be executed immediately before or after the action, i.e., with no other actions mediating, or otherwise loose.

Issues related with administration and delegation are considered out of the scope of this paper; nevertheless, it

should be noted that the described structure of the rules serves the principle of uniformity, allowing for a single style

of specifying authorisations –either “basic” or administrative ones– while enabling the expression of rules of any order

([61]). In that respect, all aspects of policy are indeed controlled by the policy ([62]).

Regarding the reference scenario, the following rules result in the addition of the AnonymiseTraffic task in the

workflow, which anonymises the destination IP address of the incoming packets, serving thus the principles of neces-

sity, proportionality and minimal disclosure; DetectFastFluxBotnet does not need the destination IP addresses in

order to accomplish its internal operation. Specifically, the second rule particularises the first regarding the DestIP:

• Permission(NetworkSecurity, ⟨DetectFastFluxBotnet, read, DNSPacket, StarryNightSA⟩, ∗, ∗, ∗)

• Prohibition(NetworkSecurity, ⟨DetectFastFluxBotnet, read, DestIP, StarryNightSA⟩, ¬⟨∗, Anonymise-

Traffic, DestIP, StarryNightSA⟩, ∗, ∗)

Similarly, the ProjectFields and Aggregate tasks have been added to the workflow. Regarding the former,

we consider a prohibition for the AssistantSecurityOfficer to read a full BotnetMitigationReport; how-

ever, there exist explicit permissions concerning the access to DomainName, Characteristics and Activity-

Statistics, contained in a BotnetMitigationReport. Thus, the projection task ProjectFields is incorpo-

rated, with the value of its attribute att Projection set to the corresponding data types. Furthermore, although

the AssistantSecurityOfficer has no access rights for data of type BotnetAlert, she is authorised to read

AggregatedAlert data being less detailed than BotnetAlert ones; therefore, the Aggregate task performing such

a transformation is added.

Additionally, the following rule prescribes that whenever a botnet alert with MPF greater that 0.9 occurs, the

prompt notification of the ChiefSecurityOfficer should take place, and thus the task Notify has been added:

• Obligation(NetworkSecurity, ⟨∗, Notify, ChiefSecurityOfficer, StarryNightSA⟩, ⟨∗, DetectBotnet,

∗, StarryNightSA⟩, BotnetAlert.MPF > 0.9, ∗)

Finally, the next rules indicate the possible workflow differentiations according to the MPF of the produced alerts,

resulting in the incorporation of conditional branches within the workflow. In that respect, a conditional branch

containing the task DetectBotnetDPI has been added, so that a more thorough detection procedure is carried out

for 0.6 < MPF < 0.8, leading to a hybrid detection mechanism (like e.g. the one presented in [63]). In the second

branch the initial task MitigateBotnet has been replaced by MitigateBotnetMPLS (being a way of performing

MitigateBotnet), while also the condition has changed following the corresponding rule.
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• Obligation(NetworkSecurity, ⟨∗, DetectBotnetDPI, ∗, StarryNightSA⟩, ⟨∗, DetectBotnet, ∗, Starry-

NightSA⟩, BotnetAlert.MPF > 0.6 && BotnetAlert.MPF < 0.8, ∗)

• Permission(NetworkSecurity, ⟨∗, MitigateBotnetMPLS, ∗, StarryNightSA⟩, ⟨∗, DetectBotnet, ∗, Starry-

NightSA⟩, BotnetAlert.MPF > 0.8, ∗)

It is noted that the rules defined for the operation DetectBotnet apply also for the DetectFastFluxBotnet of

the reference workflow as the predicate isA(DetectFastFluxBotnet, DetectBotnet) holds (cf. Section 6).

Concrete authorisations derive from abstract or semi-abstract ones, while they can also be explicitly defined at the

concrete level, e.g., as exceptions; they are modelled by means of the following predicates, where subj ∈ Subj, op ∈

Op ∪ OpI and obj ∈ Obj:

isPermitted

isProhibited

isObliged



















(subj, op, obj)

Thus, concrete authorisations lead to the possible workflow instantiations, after the assessment of the access

rights, along with the available capabilities. As an example, let’s assume that Ingrid, the engineer on duty at the time

of a severe Botnet system alarm (i.e., BotnetAlert.MPF > 0.9), has the role of JuniorNetworkAdministrator

and, therefore, in order to implement the Notify task, she is authorised to only use the MakeVoIPCall operation

offered by operation containers of type VoIPSoftwareClient. In addition, Ingrid is authorised to use only a limited

number of the PersonalComputer machines that have VoIPSoftwareClient software deployed. Therefore, for the

instantiation of the workflow during Ingrid’s duty hours, the access control rules should enable the identification of a

VoIPSoftwareClient enabled machine of type PersonalComputer that Ingrid is authorised to use, in order for the

concrete task to be included in the workflow.

6. Inheritance of Authorisations

As it has been described in the corresponding sections, the information model considers hierarchies of data types,

roles, operations and purposes, among others, which are mostly (cf. Table 2) formed by means of the isA and isPartOf

relations. Because of the exactly same semantics of these relations for every considered graph, in the following we

present general inheritance patterns for permissions, obligations and prohibitions associated with these different hier-

archies for the case of data types, in order to also show how authorisations are inherited through the lessDetailedThan

relation, associating only members of this particular graph. It is noted that as both permissions and prohibitions are

supported, authorisations inherited along the hierarchies may conflict with explicitly defined ones and consequently

be overridden by such authorisations; in any case, explicitly defined authorisations have higher priority than implicit

ones, while also prohibitions prevail over permissions.

The inheritsFrom relation is inferred as a result of the others and is leveraged in order to reflect the inheritance

of rules. In more detail, the isA, isPartOf and lessDetailedThan relations imply the inheritsFrom one as follows,

depending also on the nature of an authorisation (positive vs. negative):

• isA(dti, dtj) −→ inheritsFrom(dti, dtj),

for both positive and negative authorisations, i.e., a permission (resp. prohibition) for a more general data type

is inheritted to a more specific one.

• isPartOf (dti, dtj) −→ inheritsFrom(dti, dtj),

for positive authorisations, i.e., if access to a complex data type is permitted, the permission is propagated to all

the included data types.

• isPartOf (dti, dtj) −→ inheritsFrom(dtj, dti),

for negative authorisations, i.e., if access to even one part of a data type is denied, the prohibition holds also for

the complex one.
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• lessDetailedThan(dti, dtj) −→ inheritsFrom(dti, dtj),

for positive authorisations, i.e., a permission for a more detailed data type implies a permission also for the less

detailed ones.

• lessDetailedThan(dti, dtj) −→ inheritsFrom(dtj, dti),

for negative authorisations, i.e., if access to a data type being less detailed that another one is prohibited, then

access to the latter is also prohibited.

It is noted that obligations follow the same inheritance pattern as the permissions.

Inheritance of authorisations is also considered between different graphs of the information model. For instance,

authorisations concerning types of operations’ containers affect also the offered operations, while this applies as well

to the case of authorisations specified for a machine type which are consequently transferred to operations through the

hosted operations’ containers.

7. Separation and Binding of Duty

Separation of Duty (SoD) [64] constitutes another concept to be taken under consideration for the specification of

access control rules. In its simplest form it is referred to as Static Separation of Duty (SSoD) prescribing that a user

cannot be in any case assigned to mutually exclusive roles; this is indeed a static constraint decided during the policy

specification phase, focusing only on the exclusion between roles without taking into account any other parameters.

On the other hand, Dynamic Separation of Duty (DSoD) puts constraints on the simultaneous −typically during a

session− activation of roles that the user is in principle enabled to hold. That is, mutual exclusiveness concerns

activating roles, not holding them.

Another innovation of our approach concerns the specification of SoD constraints. Instead of relying on role-/user-

centric constraints, we reconsider the exclusiveness concept by applying it to all elements comprising an action, i.e.,

the actor, the operation, the resource and the organisation. That is, SoD in our model concerns essentially actions that

are mutually exclusive.

Similarly, this approach supports the specification and enforcement of constraints stemming by the Binding of

Duty (BoD) principle. Typically, BoD refers to the requirement that the subject that performed something must be

the same that will perform something else. Again, we extend this concept by generalising it to any element that can

be part of an action. For instance, a BoD constraint may specify that if something is executed within an organisation,

something else should also be executed within the same organisation.

In other words, SoD and BoD constraints can be specified on the basis of any combination of the ⟨ai, opi, resi, org⟩

elements of actions. The means for their specification are provided by the access control rules themselves (cf. Section

5), i.e., in terms of permissions, prohibitions and obligations. More specifically, a DSoD constraint is specified by a

prohibition rule:

• Prohibition(∗, act, preAct, ∗, ∗)

Essentially, the actions act and preAct contain the conflicting elements, thus preventing them from being executed

according to the SoD constraint.

On the other hand, a BoD is specified as a permission that defines a positive exception to a default prohibition, by

constraining the permission by means of a pre-action. That is, for binding elements of two actions act and preAct, the

rule that is used is:

• Permission(∗, act, preAct, ∗, ∗)

It is noted that the rules above are not the only way for specifying a DSoD/ BoD; in fact, there are several

alternative ways to express the same constraints.

Leveraging the concept of action for SoD and BoD specification results in a combination of task-based [65] and

history-based [64] approach. In this context, every completed action is logged in the history of the system and on this

basis, dynamic −specifically, history-based− SoD and BoD constraints are enforced. In fact, similarly to the Session

concept of RBAC, there are cases when SoD and BoD constraints’ scope is within a workflow, or other cases when
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actions are conflicting/bound regardless the workflow to which they belong. For instance, a user must be restricted

from performing an operation on a resource, if she has already performed some other operation on that same resource

in the system’s history.

Whether two actions are included within the same workflow is modelled by means of the withinSameWorkflow

context, which can be evaluated during both workflow specification and invocation. For instance, a SoD constraint

handled during workflow specification and concerning the execution of two operations on some data resource by the

same role is represented by a prohibitive rule as the following:

• Prohibition(pu, ⟨r, opi, d, org⟩, ⟨r, opj, d, org⟩, withinSameWorkflow, ∗)

Coming back to the example scenario, a BoD restriction prescribing that the user which receives the workflow

outputs must be the one having initiated this workflow may be imposed by the following rule:

• Permission(∗, ⟨initiator, ReportToGUI, ∗, StarryNightSA⟩, ⟨initiator, invoke, this, StarryNightSA⟩, within-

SameWorkflow, ∗),

where initiator ∈ U, StarryNightSA ∈ Org, and ReportToGUI, invoke, this ∈ Op, with this modelling the

composite operation implemented by the considered workflow.

On the other hand, the following rule restricts a user from performing the operation opi on a resource res, if

the same user has already performed any operation (even the same operation) on that same resource in the system’s

history:

• Prohibition(∗, ⟨u, opi, res⟩, ⟨u, ∗, res⟩, ∗, ∗)

Apart from the withinSameWorkflow contextual constraint, a SoD or BoD provision is subject to all possible

contextual parameters. For example, a SoD or BoD may apply “for 24 hours” or “until an alert of type alt ∈ AlT is

received”. Moreover, it should be noted that the actions participating in a SoD or BoD constraint definition can be

structures of actions, such as skeletons (cf. Section 5).

Finally, the case of SSoD is specified by means of the disjointWith predicate, which, for the case of roles, is

expressed as follows:

• disjointWith(ri, rj), that can be translated as assignedWithRoles(u, ri) −→ ¬assignedWithRoles(u, rj),

where ri, rj ∈ R and u ∈ R.

Nevertheless, apart from this typical case of static separation of roles, the same predicate can be used for all

concepts of the abstract level of the information model. For example, the following predicate excludes a machine

from having two types mti and mtj at the same time:

• disjointWith(mti, mtj), that can be translated as isOfMachineType(m, mti) −→ ¬isOfMachineType(m, mtj),

where mti, mtj ∈ MT and m ∈M.

8. Discussion — Privacy Awareness

“The machine is the problem: the solution is in the machine” [66]; along this line, the approach presented in the

previous Sections has been motivated by the idea of proactively embedding all the privacy aspects into the technologies

themselves, as Privacy by Design anticipates. Therefore, in order to address the underlying issues, network monitor-

ing architectures have been rethought so as to incorporate privacy preservation in their design and make associated

requirements an integral part of their operational and functional procedures.

The starting point for this work has been the data protection legislation of the European Union. This is because

it enforces a high standard of data protection, capturing all the important privacy provisions, and it constitutes the

most representative, influential and mature approach worldwide; thus, it has been characterised as an “engine of a

global regime” [67]. The legislation provides the important requirements that have been considered by this work,

such as the principles of lawfulness, purpose specification and binding, data necessity, adequacy, proportionality and

minimisation. For a detailed analysis, which is out of scope of this paper, the reader is referred to [2][68].
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A very fundamental concept for privacy is the purpose for which data are processed, being a core part of the

lawfulness principle. In the proposed system, purpose plays an important role (cf. Section 3.5); each workflow is as-

sociated with a number of purposes and all underlying actions are evaluated in accordance with the served purpose(s).

In that respect, the information model includes the Purposes (Pu) set, whereas purpose is an integral part of the rules

and a parameter that affects separation and binding of duty. In addition, the purpose principle prescribes mechanisms

for specifying the compatibility between processing purposes, while also providing for checking whether the process-

ing purposes are consistent with these for which data have been collected. Therefore, the proposed system provides

the means for defining prevention rules regarding incompatible purposes. In order to achieve the above, the formal

conceptualisation of purposes, by means of the Pu set, has been considered, while for their direct association with

data processing activities, the mayServePurposes predicate implements the association with operations. Moreover, the

proposed model provides the means for the specification of the purposes that a role may hold (mayActForPurposes

predicate), as well as for checking compliance between a role’s acting purpose and the ones served by an operation

(compliantWithPurpose predicate). All these are complemented by well-defined norms for being inherited across the

corresponding graphs of the concepts involved.

The principles of necessity, adequacy and proportionality are also tightly connected to purpose. In fact, the

proposed system provides the means for necessity specification, as well as for examining whether the collection or

processing of specific data is necessary for the provision of the service in question. In that respect, the adopted pattern

for rules’ specification implements a relation between data, processing activities, roles and purposes, thus enabling the

definition of necessity and proportionality constraints. Due to the rich descriptiveness of the rules, these constraints are

extended to past and future actions, contextual conditions and the organisation within which the actions are performed.

Furthermore, the proposed model enables the definition of different levels of data granularity, so that the accu-

racy of disclosed data can be adjusted depending on the purpose and the subject requesting access to the said data,

among others. In that respect, the adopted approach puts in place the means for the definition of different AND- and

OR- hierarchies, describing inclusion and particularisation, as well as a relation explicitly denoting the detail level

(lessDetailedThan predicate). This way, the presented approach enables the description of concepts in a manner that

is significantly more fine-grained than the other works in the field.

All the above foster the realisation of the minimal use principle, as also made clear by the example scenario

(Fig. 2). Starting from raw network packets, several processing operations have been automatically added, as a result

of reasoning on and consequent enforcement of access control rules, for minimising the amount of data that reach

each operation. On their way, input data have been filtered (FilterTraffic), anonymised (AnonymiseTraffic)

and aggregated (Aggregate), while the data to be presented to the human user have been subject to the appropriate

projection of their fields (ProjectFields).

Considering the case of inter-domain network monitoring scenarios, where multiple organisations are involved,

the proposed model provides for privacy compliance even when the data need to be circulated among different organ-

isations and administrative domains. In that respect, several technical choices have been made. First, the adoption

of the concept of operations, enabling the semantic characterisation of a functionality offered to external domains,

along with the specification of appropriate security and privacy policies governing its provision. Second the inclusion

of activities implemented by external domains as tasks within workflows, so that they are subject to verification at

design-time as if they were executed internally. Finally, the incorporation of the organisation concept into the actions,

providing a flexible way to consider complex organisational relations within the policies.

9. Conclusions

This paper has presented the specification of a new policy-based access control model that aims at enhancing

distributed network monitoring architectures with privacy-awareness. The model is conceived on the basis of data

protection legislation and network monitoring particular features and needs, and fosters the realisation of the Privacy

by Design vision, by means of proactively embedding to the associated processes, already from the specification

phase, all the privacy aspects that we expect from a network monitoring architecture.

In this context, the proposed access control framework relies on policies that are built on top of a rich informa-

tion model, while the associated rules are specified over actions that reflect the operational activities carried out by

and distributed across network monitoring systems. For the effective management of the distributed activities execu-

tion, said actions are organised into workflows; access control provisions are decided and enforced at the workflow
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level, addressing the constraints stemming from the interrelations between actions, thus enabling the realisation of

workflows verification and automatic modification at design-time.

The model also takes full advantage of the integration of contextual properties. This allows covering the definition

of both simple and complex processes, while enabling to capture context-based differentiated workflow behaviours

at design-time by means of conditional branching. On the other hand, our approach provides for the specification

of access control rules at any level of abstraction, as they are defined over actions that may be concrete, abstract or

semi-abstract, thus serving the need for flexibility during workflow specification.

Perspectives for future work, apart from the application of the approach in other domains as implied in Section 1.2,

include the study of a more sophisticated approach for purpose verification based on the incorporation into the model

of fuzzy relations between the elements of the triple purpose–role–operation, as well as the addition of structures to

allow delegation of policies and the specification of dynamic workflow adjustment based on real-time constraints.
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